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March Samplers of the Month
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$16

The Scarlett House’s “Seven Sheep Sampler” $25

Needlemade Designs’ “Ada Rogers 1865” $18

For the first time in the history of the world, The Attic has selected three samplers to
appear in the spotlight as our “Sampler of the Month” for March. Blame it on
indecision on my part, something that frequently plagues my life, or more likely on
the plethora of beautiful sampler reproductions released all at about the same time.
And there were even more at the Nashville Market, and more since! It’s a wondrous
thing but again presents the dilemma: So many samplers, so little time!
During March save 15% on your purchase of at least 2 of these three for the
sampler of your choice: chart, linen, and silks ~ OR purchase all 3 sampler charts
($59) at a 15% discount. More details on these 3 beautiful samplers on page 2.

!
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More About our March Samplers of the Month

Here’s Elizabeth’s sweet original sampler, stitched when she was just
10! Its sweet size (202w x 220h) will be good on whatever linen
count you choose (on 40c, 10.1 x 11). I especially love the border
and the fullness of the ground fabric with its charming motifs
leaving almost no empty space, and the whimsical verse with its
naive spellings:
This needlework of mine can tell
When I wose young I learnt it well
And by my elders I wose tought
Not to spend my time in ought
Some prices depending on your choices: chart ($16), linen (40c
Lakeside w/2-inch margins, $18 ~ 52/60 linen, $12 ~ overdyed silk
floss, $88 OR Tudor silks for 45c or 52/60c, $57.75

This is being stitched
on 52/60 Lak eside
Legacy with Tudor silks.

Here’s what Linda Vinson, the reproductionist of this charming sampler, writes on
the back of the chartpack: Ada Rogers stitched her sampler on 20-count linen with wool
threads. Those threads were in oh-my-goodness-she-must-have-been-about-six-years-old-whenshe-picked-these-colors bright lime green, fuchsia, cheddar yellow, navy, purple, reds. In this case I
am thankful for what time and exposure to light did to the colors Ada picked out. I prefer the more
subdued colors on the front of the sampler. The model on the cover is stitched on 40-count Straw
linen from Weeks Dye Works using the colors from the front of the antique sampler. . . . The thing
I love most about Ada’s sampler is the verse:
I thank the goodness and the grace Which on my birth have smiled
And made me in these Christian days A happy English child.
Linda tells us that the verse is from “A Child’s Hymn of Praise” from Hymns for
Infant Minds and that Jane Taylor, the woman who penned these lines, is best known
for her verse, “The Star,” which most of us know better as “Twinkle, twinkle little
star . . .”
Stitches used are cross, cross over one, and double backstitch (over 6) and the
silks used in the cover model are Needlepoint, Inc. and Au Ver A’Soie’s Soie 100/3.
On 40c linen, the 174w x 202h stitch count gives a design size of 8.7 x 10.1.
Prices for your reproduction: on 40c linen, either Weeks or Lakeside, $20 ~ silk
combination of NPI & AVAS, $64.60
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The verse:
Convince the World that
you are Just and true
Be Just in all you say
and All you do
Whatever be your birth
you’re sure to be
A man of the first
magnitude to me

!

Hmm, who was ED
thinking about when she
stitched those words? It’s
such fun to imagine her
“ m a n o f t h e fi r s t
magnitude.”

!

Love the acorns on the
‘Tree of Life’ and the notexactly-a-mirror-image
motifs.

Reproductionist Tanya Brockmeyer of The Scarlett House chose a
beautiful Lakeside double-dyed linen for her reproduction and three
different types of overdyed silk, Gloriana, Dinky Dyes & Belle Soie.
On 40c, the sampler is 14.6w x 19.4h. On 52/60, the sampler
will be 11.3w x 12.9.
Here are costs, depending on your choices:
* chart $25
* overdyed silks as called out in the chart, $81; Tudor silks for
52/60, $63
* 40c double-dyed V. Autumn Gold with 2-inch margins, $49, or 40c
V. Sand Dune, $39 ~ the 52/60 linen cut of V. Autumn Gold,
$28, OR the V. Sand Dune, $23

I was so anxious to begin
and couldn’t wait for the
double-dyed 52/60, so I’m
using Vintage Sand Dune
with Tudor silks ~

~ the Gloriana Italian Gold didn’t show up to my
liking, (the top gold flower in the upper right) so I
darkened the gold a bit on the Vintage Sand Dune.

For anyone who starts at the bottom, this charming scene will come
early for you! Others of us have a longer wait to stitch the sheep!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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As an Attic Addict save 15% in March on:
* Needlemade Designs, Plum Street
Samplers & The Scarlett House Charts
* All ‘Shades of Green’ Hand-Dyed Silks
* All ‘Shades of Green’ Hand-Dyed Linen
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Join us at the book signing Saturday afternoon and enter
to win "A Schoolroom Alphabet" care package of
NeedleWorkPress products! If you’re an away customer
and would like an autographed book, please let us know!

Saturday, March 8th, Book Signing with
Maegan & Vickie Jennett, 2-4 PM ~ Come in and
meet the local authors of A Schoolroom Alphabet and
get your book signed and enjoy some light refreshments.
Please register for our planning purposes.

Sat, March 15, PunchNeedle Basics with Christy 10:00-12:00 Here’s an
opportunity for you to learn this fun, fast, and easy centuries-old technique and
see Christy’s models featuring various finishing techniques. Some of you already
have the tools/necessities (#3 Punchneedle, special locking hoop, design printed
on weaver's cloth, and thread) or you may pick them up before class at a 10%
student discount ~ we have a few small kits as well ($15). Fee: $20.
Sunday, March 16, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ We’re back on
schedule with the third Sunday as our gathering time for
sampler sharing. Refreshments served. Please register. Fee $10

April
Saturday, April 5, 10:30-12:30, Beginning Linen
This class is appropriate for both beginning stitchers
and anyone wishing to refine their skills. The class
project is Linda/Needlemade Designs’s Tulip
needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her expert
instruction + materials.

Below, Linda’s Reversible Cross-Stitch class was held several weeks
ago, a very popular class ~ watch for the next time it’s scheduled!

Saturday, April 19 ~ Finishing Class for Make-Do
Scissors Case (2013 Attic Soirée project) More details to
follow in a future newsletter ~ just wanted you to have time
to complete your embroidery.

August

Fri, August 1 ~ Sun, August 3, Our
2014 Summer Soirée ~ See page 5

Saturday, August 23, St. Charles Market Day

November

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops
Nov 7 - 9 ~ See pages 4 & 5

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes for
a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more)
with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Our 2014 Summer Sampler Soirée . . .

. . . this year is subtitled Fifty 6 Shades of Red at Summer School ... Our Summer School faculty again includes our six
very talented and creative designers in the desert (thus the 6 Shades of Red): Linda/Samplers Remembered, Gloria/Milady’s Needle,
Vickie & Maegan/NeedleWorkPress, Linda/Needlemade Designs, Bunny & Apryl/Priscilla’s Pocket, & Tanya/The Scarlett House. We had
our first planning session earlier this week, and we are all very excited to invite you to our third annual Summer School at The Attic.
For your Summer School Tuition of $450 (register by July 1 ~ after July 1 tuition
increases to $500 to accommodate last-minute kitting) you will receive six amazing
projects, all of your meals, the opportunity to win some great door prizes, and
more wonderful surprises. Reserve your spot with a $50 nonrefundable deposit,
with the balance due by mid-July. This amazingly reasonable tuition for six lovely
projects is only possible because all of these designers are local and have no travel
expenses (airplane & hotel). Don’t miss out on the funnest Summer School ever!

Classes will start at 5 PM Friday night, August 1 - Sunday
noon, August 3 at Hyatt Place Mesa. The hotel is offering
us these amazing summer rates (less than last year): $85/night
for both King and Queen/Queen. Call 1.888.HYATT.HP
(1-888-492-8847). Local phone number is 480.969-8200 ~
don’t forget to ask for the “Attic Needlework” group rate. Go
to their Website for more information about their amenities.

The project from NeedleWorkPress (Vickie &
Maegan) is inspired by this antique thimble holder.

Needlemade Designs’
project in progress.

More Nashville Images

Sorry for the reflection in the window, but I wanted to show you one of my favorite Nashville “windows”: Left above, Here’s the
very talented Wayne of Doodlin’ Around Design (which now produces the 3-D wood products we have come to love), father to
the equally talented Molly of Images Stitchery Design, whose work includes many very collectible needlework accessories. Above right,
here are just a few of the wonderful things that came in and went in the blink of an eye ~ we have many more on order.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Workshops with Sherri Jones of Patrick’s Woods

L

ing Lisbox made
This handsome sewing
t Only
RICK’S
OODS
ESSONS
exclusively for Patrick’s
Woods is an
exquisitely
handcrafted adaptation of an antique sewing
broidery
and fine hand sewing
box. The box is made of fine cherry wood
and measures approx. 6 ¼” wide x 4 ¾” tall
(with legs) and 3 ½” deep. Both sides of the Order form for The Attic Workshop, November, 2014
box open wide for access. The interior is
finished with two silk-lined panels that have
1.
stitched slip pockets. The pockets are
embellished with hem stitching, ribbon
weaving, and embroidered floral sprays.
2.
4.
Smalls include a needlebook, pynkeep, and
3.
berry scissors ornament. Stitches include hem
stitching, long-arm cross, overlap stitch, stem
stitch, tent stitch, and cross stitch1. over
one.for front of box. These are made from the piano end keys, and there are only 2 of
Medallion
these
keysison a piano. Marcy has set aside some of these very special pieces just for us.
The linen is a 32c antique white. The
box
secured with hidden magnets. The bottom of
$90 each
___________
the box is fitted with a silk-lined tool
pad
and
2. Ruler and thread winder set with bird motif.
$66 set
___________
a removable mattress style pyn pillow. (No substitutes please.)
Scrimshaw pieces shown in the photo,
and
3. Thread winder with floral spray.
$38 each
___________
below, not included in the kit, but can be
ordered separately. Workshop Fee $310
4. Thread winder with monogram of your choice.
$38 each
___________
Please
Pre-stitching kits available mid-April;
feespecify. (Alphabet matches stitched alphabet.)
must be paid in full prior to kit shipment.
Monogram (one letter please) ___________
Total
___________

T UÄâx e|uuÉÇ fxã|Çz UÉå

x e|uuÉÇ fxã|Çz UÉå
Lesson Proposal

Please mail this form or email your
order
list to
Patrick’s
Woods
August 1,by an antique needlework bag found in the Cotswolds,
The
petite
reticule
style
bag by
is inspired
2014.(Sorry, no additional orders will be taken during or after class.)

From England, With Love

in England, circa 1840. The bag measures approximately 4” tall and is stitched with luscious silk
silver cut beads that closely resemble the
is lined with silk, drawn closed with silk
taffeta ribbons. The silk purse strings are threaded through silver rings. The sentimental smalls are
NAME:___________________________________________________________________
inspired by Victorian tokens and include a beaded bolster style cushion-scissors rest made with
pearl cut beads, a heart-and-hand needle keep with the silver cut beads, and a cut paper pinkeep
PATRICK’S WOODS
with a Victorian paper scrap embellishment. Workshop Fee $210
icy blues
mocha browns
and
accented
with
DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY.pearls
THESEinPIECES
WILLand
BE CREATED
FOR YOU
AND
DELIVERED TO YOU AT THE WORKSHOP.
YOURso
TOTAL
IS DUE
AT THE
OF DE- The bag
cut steel beads
popular
with
the TIME
Victorians.
LIVERY. THANK YOU!

!

2539 ALBERT DRIVE, SE

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506

patricks-woods@sbcglobal.net
uisitely crafted and engineered adaptation of an antique
sewing box. It is
es approx. 6 ¼” wide x 4 ¾” tall (with legs) and 3Kit½”
deep.linen,
Bothsilk
sides
of the
includes
pearls,
silk floss, silk lining fabric, silk taffeta ribbons, beads, perforated paper,
ished with two silk lined panels that have stitched
slip pockets.
The
pockets wools, lace, needles and templates. Kit does not include glass head
Victorian
style scrap,
Ultrasuede,
weaving and embroidered floral sprays. The bottom
of the
is scraps
fittedwill
with
a A large variety of old and reproduction scraps will be presented for
straight
pins.box
Paper
vary.
personal
choice.
style pyn pillow. Smalls include a needle book, pyn
keep
and berry scissors
ng arm cross, overlap stitch, stem stitch, tent stitch and cross stitch over one.
ox is secured with hidden magnets. Class time will
be divided
Students
will needbetween
to bring to class basic sewing supplies, plus perforated paper cutting tool and cutting
the interior panels, so please bring the supplies mat,
listed
below.
paper
scissors, tape measure, straight pins, neutral basting thread, glue pen or stick, double stick

floss, ribbons, interfacing, stiffener, muslin, wool felt,
magnet
buttons
and tapestry
tape,
and twisted
cording
tool. For the best perforated paper cutting tool, Sherri recommends an X-Acto
t included, but can be ordered separately.
X3000 knife or X2000 knife with a NEW blade. Or, if paper cutting scissors are preferred, the Dr. Slick
Microtip Arrow, 3 1⁄2” straight scissors used by anglers for tying flies and available at large sporting
goods stores like Bass Pro Shops or Cabela’s, or online through Amazon and other retailers. If a less
expensive, one-time-use tool is preferred, the Revlon cuticle scissors with precise curved blades will work.

e, pins, sewing needles, marking pencil, and other basic sewing supplies

xes)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Sunday’s Sherri Jones Workshop

Patriot Patty and her Pin Perch
Patriot Patty is inspired by the Flapper garter buttons that were popular in
the 1920's. She perches on a navy velvet cushion at one end of the doubled
cushion box. Patty is constructed of vintage French patriotic ribbon, and her face
is printed on fabric, reproduced from a vintage flapper garter button printed on
silk ribbon. The pin box is embellished with motifs inspired by vintage Army and
Navy needle books that were printed after both World Wars. The pin box
measures approximately 6 1⁄2” long by 2” wide and 2” high. There are two velvet
cushions; one at each end of the box. The center opening of the box features a
slip pocket, and will house patriotic smalls. The smalls include two needle keeps,
scissors and a scissors sheath and fob. There will be available for separate purchase
a set of ivory scrimshaw pieces (below right), including two thread winders, a petite
ruler, and a star shaped charm with a monogram. Workshop Fee $195 ~ prestitching kits available mid-April; fees must be paid in full prior to kit shipment.

ctàÜ|Éà ctààç tÇw {xÜ c|Ç cxÜv{
Scrim order form for The Attic, November, 2014

Stitches include Cross Stitch, Tent Stitch, Chevron, Rice, Tied Oblong Cross
Stitch, Oblong Cross Stitch, Stem Stitch and Portuguese Knotted Stem Stitch.
Kit includes linen, silk floss, pearl cotton, vintage patriotic ribbon, velvet
ribbon, printed fabric pieces, suede, wool, printed card templates, cotton batting,
interfacing, petite scissors, dipped pins, beads and vintage star sequins.
Students will need to bring to class basic sewing supplies, plus paper scissors,
tape measure, thin sharp sewing needles, sewing needle with an eye large enough
for 4 plies of silk, straight pins, neutral basting thread, glue pen or stick, double
stick tape, and small rotary cutter, mat and ruler set (if you have one), and pliers
for pulling needles.

2.
1.

4.

3.

Registration
andstyle
Hotel
Information
1. Art Deco
thread
winder with patriotic banner.

$40each

___

Registrations for the workshops will be accepted by email only. There are 3 email addresses for me and the shop, and they all
Deco styleand
thread
winder
plane
and flag banner.
$44 each
___
work. To allow time for everyone interested to read 2.
thisArt
newsletter
make
their with
plans,
registration
will open on Thursday,
February 20. Please do not phone the shop to register. We will be happy to answer your questions, but registrations will only be
accepted by email. You may register for up to two workshops and, space permitting, a third workshop. In your email please provide
3. Petite
ruler printed
with pinwheel
flower.
$30 eachby
__
your first, second, and third choices. After the registrations
have been
and putstyle
in date
and time order, you will be notified
email of your workshop registrations and asked to phone our toll-free number with payment information.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, to send you the scrimshaw
button/pendant
with
monogram
of your
$44you
each
___
ordering forms, etc., we are looking to email registration4.asCut
the out
beststar
method
for the entire
process,
to ensure
thatchoice.
we register
for
the proper workshops, most importantly.
Please specify ONE letter choice. Optional: attach to a stick pin with a jump ri
Friday, Blue Ribbon Sewing Box, 2 - 9 PM with an hour break from 5 - 6 PM for dinner.
provided.
Saturday, From England with Love, 9 - 4 PM, with an hour break at lunch
Saturday evening, reception at the shop from 5 - 8 PM,
with dinner___________
served at The Gathering Place next door
Monogram
Sunday, Patriot Patty, 9 - 4 PM, with an hour break at lunch
Total
___

!

Please
your order
list orduring
mail this
Patrick’s
Woods by Aug
Your registration fees for each workshop include dinner or lunch as
well email
as coffee/tea
breaks
theform
day to
and
a continental
breakfast on Saturday and Sunday, as well as Saturday night
reception
and dinner.
(Sorry,
no additional
orders will be taken during or after class.) DO NOT SEND ANY M

PIECES WILL BE CREATED FOR YOU AND DELIVERED TO YOU AT THE WORKSHOP. YOUR TOTA
All classes will be held in Meeting Rooms A+B at Hyatt
Place
Mesa, where
theyYOU!
have available an Attic Needlework room block
TIME
OF DELIVERY.
THANK
with prices of $104 for King rooms and $114 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. Free shuttle service to the shop is
provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is really not necessary.
NAME:___________________________________________________________________

PATRICK’S WOODS
The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
2539 ALBERT DRIVE, SE

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506

patricks-woods@sbcglobal.net
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A Word from Rosi ... through Vickie

From your fearless stitch-along leader...
Rosi has been so busy stitching (on Luciana and her
other spring-time projects) that she dictated her
message to Vickie (which provides ample room for
editorializing; sorry Rosi).
Do you know where
Luciana went earlier this
winter? You guessed it,
her first Super Bowl
party—a spectacle the
young needlewoman
could not possibly have
imagined a century or
two ago. So you can
share  in  the  fun,  here’s        
a  photo  of  Rosi’s  homemade pretzels (easier this year thanks in large
part  to  Fleishman’s  Simply  Homemade  Pretzel  
Creations...they’re  still  a  lot  of  work,  but  a  step  or  
two is cut out with the mix).

It’s never too late to start!
Chart - $18

!

Thread Choices:
* Gloriana Tudor silks $73.50
* Gloriana 12-ply silk, $112
* Gentle Art - $46.20

!
Thanks for sharing your
progress, Andrea! See how
each sampler takes on its own
character?  Rosi’s  at  right.  
Andrea’s  above.  

Rosi also noticed the similarity of color between
Vanilla  and  Ecru  in  the  dyelots  she’s  using,  which  is  
why she plans to stitch the little dog in Fawn instead
of Ecru. In the flower pot above the two-flower
border, Rosi picked gold instead of fawn to brighten
up  the  flowers.  “I  also  moved  the  flower  pot  down  a  
couple  of  threads  so  it  didn’t  encroach  on  the  
Ok,  food  aside,  how’s  your  project  coming?  Where   paisley border. And I moved the paisley border up a
have you taken Luciana? What does your sampler
few  threads.  What  was  Luciana  thinking?”  
look like (remember we LOVE photos e-mailed to
lucianastitchalong@gmail.com). We understand
“Now  that  I  look  at  the  flowers  above  the  wheat,”  
some of you started with the alphabet, others in a
Rosi  says,  “I  just  might  add  a  few  more  red  stitches  
different  corner.  That’s  great!  We’re  on  track  (even   on  the  top  of  that  little  branch.”  She  wonders  if  
if  you  didn’t  start  yet)  as  long  as  we  get  about  a  
they’re  some  sort  of  stylized  Edelweiss  or  just  a  
page done each month. Ten pages, ten months left. sprig from a flowering tree—like the peach and
Oh, and did we mention that we will have a little
plum trees now blossoming in her yard. Sincere
reward in early 2015 for everyone who submits a
apologies to those of you still experiencing winter
photo of their completed sampler by January 1,
weather.  We’ll  talk  when  summer  arrives  in  AZ.
2015? More about that later.
Where  do  we  go  from  here?  Well,  if  you’re  
On  to  what  Rosi  liked  and  didn’t  like;;  what  she  did   following  Rosi,  we’re  going  up  to  page  five.  She  
and  didn’t  do.  She  summed  up  her  philosophy  by  
does plan to straighten out all of the alphabets so
referring  to  this  quote  from  Mae  West:  “If  you  obey   they’re  more  orderly.  Think  
all  the  rules,  you  miss  all  the  fun.”  So,  what  did  
Luciana had a glass of wine
Rosi  do?  She  worked  ahead.  “I  couldn’t  resist,”  she   before she stitched? That
confesses.  “I  love  that  paisley  border  and  the  wheat,   goes  with  Rosi’s  stitching  
so  I  had  to  stitch  ahead.”
motto:  “You’ll  be  fine;;  drink  
good  wine.”
If  you  look  at  Rosi’s  progress,  you’ll  notice  that  
she  didn’t  include  the  vertical  geometric  motifs  to  
the  left  and  right  of  the  flower  basket.  (“Love  the  
texture  of  the  basket,”  She  adds.)  She  decided  to  
wait and perhaps insert another motif as the
sampler progresses. Same with the little red
“blips”  (as  she  calls  them)  to  the  right  of  the  bird.  

Lakeside Linen (460w x 200h)
* 50c (52/60) unevenweave $26
* 50c evenweave $26
* 45c - $25
* 40c - $32
* 36c - $39

On 52/60 w/
Tudor silks

So sorry to have to put this lovely longitudinal sampler on its ‘head’ to fit on this page!
The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Jeannette Douglas Designs Nashville Suite

The “Common Thread Sampler” is, in a word, stunning! I’m showing both the photograph
taken in her suite, above left, and the chart cover photo because I think the beautiful whitework
and the stitch dimensions are captured better in the suite photograph. This multi-stitch sampler
is one that Jeannette taught in a number of classes, modifying its motifs a bit for each venue.
The multi-page chart ($23) includes multiple stitch diagrams, and the embellishment pack (60) is
truly a bargain (purchasing full silk & wool skeins, charms, and beads would be much more
costly) ~ This is the perfect design for any of us who enjoy specialty stitches, and not too much
of any one stitch. The use of different-diameter threads provide interesting stitch dimension.

Jeannette calls these
“Patterned Pretties” ~ see page
10 for information about them.

Clockwise from the left:
“Covered Buttons”
chartpack ($18) includes threads + embellishments
for all 3 buttons, as well as one button form ~
“Take Time for Love” ($29 w/embellishments) ~
Jeannette’s 15th Anniversary Edition of “Take
Time to Stitch” $28 w/embellishments ~
“Stitcher’s Needlebook” $64 w/threadpack +
finishing pack (wool felt & Perle Cotton)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More from Jeannette Douglas Designs

These Gift Tag kits ($15) include the silk, button embellishment(s) &
the wooden tag ~ all are finished with the Nun’s stitch and easily
finished with iron-on interfacing and mounted on the wooden
piece with 1/4” double-sided tape. Clockwise from the left, “Blue
Thank you” ~ “Purple Thank You” ~ “Red With Love” ~ “Merlot
With Love” ~ “Homemade” ~ “For You”

The “Waist Bag” chartpack
$24 includes one beautifully
made lined bag that can be
antiqued, if you wish to age it.

Jeannette calls these “Patterned Pretties” and each $13 chartpack includes
the beautiful silks used as well as a cut of lovely Weeks Dye Works wool felt
fabric for the backing. Jeannette stitched hers on 40c linen, but, of course,
these may be done on any count from 32-40.
Please order by the Patterned Pretties number, and they are, clockwise from
the left: Patterned Pretties #1 ~ Patterned Pretties #2 ~ Patterned Pretties
#3 ~ Patterned Pretties #4 ~ Patterned Pretties #5 ~ Patterned Pretties #5.
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Erica Michaels’ Nashville Releases

4 Seasons Series, with “Spring” $16 just released and, above,
“Autumn” and “Winter” previously released. “Summer” is coming!
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Each of these chartpacks in
Linda’s Petites Collection include:
* silk gauze, generously cut for
your project
* full-page easy-to-read chart
* clear stitching instructions
* a “tips” page with stitch
diagrams
* diagrams and instructions for
pre paring your g auze for
stitching

“Books & Friends” $16 is shown mounted on a length
of grosgrain ribbon, which is included in the chartpack.

“Olde Irish Blessing” $18, a re-release of a popular Erica
Michaels favorite that is no longer available, with some
borders switched out and more Celtic flavor tucked in!
Above, “The Psalms” $13 chartpack also includes
the numerals and extensions (st, ned, th, etc.) so
you can personalize this to showcase your
favorite from the Book of Psalms ~ and Linda
suggests other possible finishes:
a small
bookmark or an embellishment to a framed
verse or photograph of a loved one.

Left, “Out of Many, One” $15, with some design elements
also found in the Great Seal: the shield, the eagle, the
cluster of 13 stars in a blue “glory” field, as well as the
traditional red, white, and blue colors. Love this one!

“Standard of Grace” $15 includes a reminder
that we don’t need to be perfect to be happy ~
something some needleworkers need to be
reminded of when creating our masterpieces!
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Photos from Erica Michaels’ Nashville Suite
Linda exhibited these
wonderful examples
of other ways to finish
her silk-gauze designs
other than just simply
framing them.

Nikyscreations at Nashville

“ B u n n y Ru l e r K i t ”
complete with everything
to stitch this charming
threadholder, including
36c linen + cotton floss

Monthly Series, $14 each: January Cat, February Swan, March Bird and, coming, April Bunny!

“Spring Sampler” $14
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New from Olde Colonial Designs
Below, “Perfume Make Do Pin
Cushion” $22 kit includes chart,
linen, floss, needle, perfume bottle,
pins & crystals for making your own
pins & all finishing instructions ~
the perfume bottle is 1 1/2” tall.

“Needles Bind” $24 kit includes linen, floss, needle,
muslin lining, chart, charms & finishing instructions

“Kindly Remember Me” $15 kit
includes chart, charm & linen
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Above, “Vol. 2 Collection of
New England Samplers” $28
is a spiral-bound booklet with
reproductions of 2 samplers
from Pam Reed’s private
collection and a third from the
private collection of a
Pembroke, MA family.
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More from Nashville

This lovely reproduction ($18) is of a Norfolk sampler from Janis/Noteworthy
Needle, which Janis has captioned “Mary Ann Read and the Injured Lion”
because, although difficult to see in the photograph, there are three pink
stitches on one of the lion’s legs. The verse is a familiar one to sampler
lovers. It was most interesting to see the original side by side with the
reproduction, stitched on 40c Lakeside linen. Although not as evident in my
photograph here, the antique was more rectangular as compared to the
reproduction, because the linen used then was an unevenweave linen.

Left, “Quaker Peace” $18 from
Stitching Pretty Remembering ByGone
Stitches, in memory of Gail
Reinhardt, one of several pieces
that have been put together from
the treasured samplings of Gail’s
thoughts, notes, and bits of
charts left behind.

!

Right, “Quaker gone Holiday”
$14 from Michelle Ink Needlework
Designs
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New at Nashville from With Thy Needle & Thread
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Clockwise from the left:
The much-anticipated reproduction,
“Elizabeth Clark 1822” $18, 218 x 265, reproduced in cotton
overdyes, but for other silk snobs like me, we are doing an
overdyed silk conversion ~ “Easter Parade” $10 ~ “Madam
Cottontail” $10 ~ “Springtime Messenger” $9
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“French Accoutrements”
free w/French linen bag,
$60 or $5 and the French
linen zippered cases are
small $20 & medium $24
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JBW Designs’ Nashville Releases

Dear Judy was unable to attend the market herself due to an unfortunate fall and
subsequent surgery (she is recovering splendidly), but thanks to several friends, her
lovely new designs were there in her booth, and her friend Linda/Lizzie Kate even
made cookies in honor of Judy, who has traditionally treated needlework market
attendees to delicious homemade cookies. Here are her beautiful new designs.

Clockwise from above: “A Friend So Dear” $10 ~ “Now I Know My ABCs” $11 w/buttons
~ “French Country Hot Air Balloon” $5 ~ “Alphabet Dogs” $5 ~ “French Country
Spring Basket” $5 ~ “Seaside Alphabet” $10, with its lighthouse just for you, Vera!
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Rosewood Manor’s Nashville Suite

“Green on Green” $15, stitched in a Weeks cotton, also
beautiful in your choice of linen and silk, 300 x 158
The 12 “Nosstalgia” series ~ if you wish to stitch this over one, we’ll be happy to
determine linen size ~ and with the linen purchase, save 25% on the 12 charts.

“Bucklebury Welcome” included
in the sampler chart, 137 x 67
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New from Queenstown Sampler Designs
In the words of Barbara/
Queenstown Sampler Designs: March
is National Women’s History Month.
What could be more fitting celebrating
Women’s History than enjoying yourself
with these 4 family samplers? (Is that
saying a bit too much?)
An extensive history for each one
of the girls is included. I will be adding
more pictures to my web site about the
history of the girls.
When I purchased the samplers
directly from the family they descended
into, the family gave me handwritten
pedigrees and (would you believe) 3
Quaker Marriage Certificates!!!
These certificates are large, written
beautifully in black ink on vellum. I
was able to find all 4 sampler makers’
signatures on the marriage certificates.

“Mary Reese 1785” $24, 415 x 310, an adapatation attributed
to the Ann Marsh School of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

“Lydia Borton 1819” $20, 296 x 301, in the words of
the reproductionist, a quintessential Quaker sampler
with precise alphabets and classic Quaker motifs

“Sarah Comfort 1810” $12, 200 x 135 ~ a very charming
sampler, and Sarah included her parents and siblings’ names

“Elizabeth Borton 1834”$16, 195 x 182, an
accurate reproduction of a Quaker sampler
from Burlington County, New Jersey
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New from The Heart’s Content

“Be True” Valentine Sachet” $49 kit is perfect as a
lavender-filled sachet, kitted with everything, including
35c white linen, 16 DMC, coordinating finishing
fabrics, and hand-dyed seafoam Rick Rack

“Spring Sachet” $49 kit comes complete with 40c ivory linen, 19 DMC
flosses, coordinating finishing fabrics, and hand-dyed dreamsicle Rick Rack

“Hornbook Schoolgirl Sampler I” & “II” & “III” are each kitted with Lambswool linen, 40c on the left, 32c in the middle, and 40c on
the right, DMC flosses, and the hornbooks as shown. The images shown to the left of each hornbook are affixed to the back of each of
the hornbooks. The hornbook on the left is cherry, the one in the center is Aspen, and on the right, it is also cherry. Each kit is $69.
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New in the Shop from Traveling Stitcher
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“A & E Long and Lean”
$14, 95 x 245, (on 40c,
4.75 x 12.25)
reproduced with mostly
overdyed silks (Belle Soie,
Florimell, & Gloriana)
and 1 Needlepoint, Inc.
and 1 Au Ver A’Soie
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“Ane Kirstine Larsen” $16, reproduced in mostly overdyed silks (Belle
Soie, Florimell, Gloriana, Gumnuts & Silk ‘n Colors) plus 1 Au Ver A’Soie, the
stitch count is 215 x 197, and on 40c its size will be 10.75 x 10
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... a wonderful Attic exclusive kit coming in June! A Jackie du Plessis
limited edition that she calls a needle case, but it will be so much more, a
Sew Darling . . .
needlework accoutrement, a utilitarian accessory but oh, so ornamental.
Jackie describes this beautiful project thusly: The outside of the needle case will
feature wonderful sweet silk stitched red roses with other dainty flowers and leaves. The
interior will be finished with luxury silk fabric. A tiny silken bag for your treasured thimble or any other trinket can be fastened,
while the second area allows for a needlebook made from doctor's flannel pages. A special hand-turned wooden spool attaches to the
mid area allowing for fiber or laces to be wrapped and stored here. The needle case closes and ties with a soft vintage dyed doublesided silken ribbon.

!

Jackie and John collaborated on this when Jackie was visiting last November, and I was so excited about it when
I heard them discussing it. It will be a patriotic tribute to America featuring the rose, which was designated the
official flower and floral emblem of the United States of America in 1986.

!

Coming late March from Liberty Hill
The Hannah Birdwell Stitch Boxe
Liberty Hill has just announced their latest creation, scheduled for delivery in
late March. The boxe is created for a 9-year-old little Quaker girl who might have
lived in early 1800 in southeastern Pennsylvania.
A slide-top boxe measuring approximately 8” x 5” x 4” high, it’s in the
Pennsylvania style with a leaping deer, stars, hearts, and an early year all painted on
the lid and sides of the boxe with the words “for thy deerly wrought handworke.”
Inside the boxe you will find a short story about Hannah, a chart to stitch her
small blackwork sampler, a small hand-painted wooden project ring for threads,
and a fragment of red wool in the shape of a heart for your pins and needles, along
with a piece of black ribbon to tie your rolled-up finished sampler after you’ve
stitched it.
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